
Flashpoint Intelligence Platform grants access to our archive of finished intelligence reports, data from illicit 
communities, chat services platforms, open web and technical data in a single, finished intelligence experience.

Whether you are an intel expert or new to assessing risk, our platform delivers relevant intelligence that empowers 
you to make more informed decisions and to mitigate risk across your organization.

We Are the Globally Trusted Leaders

Flashpoint Intelligence Platform

When it comes to decisions and mitigating risk, organizations require a solution that provides immediate visibility into 
real-world threats that have potential to disrupt and harm the enterprise. One of the best ways to get this insight is to 
harness the relevant information within illicit online communities to track threats and threat actors, where they 
originate, and where the discussions take place that put sensitive assets at risk. 

Collecting relevant data to support intelligence functions is an extraordinarily difficult and a risky endeavor.

It is critical that organizations have a solution that broadens the scope of intelligence beyond traditional threat 
detection so that teams receive timely, actionable results, enabling them to make better decisions and protect their 
ability to operate across the enterprise.

Mitigate Your Most Critical Security Risks



Features

Access finished intelligence reports and primary 
source data across illicit online communities used 
by Flashpoint experts to create those reports.

FINISHED INTELLIGENCE EXPERIENCE

Search all of Flashpoint’s illicit community data, 
from elite forums and marketplaces to chat 
services platforms, and run the same searches our 
analysts do for their investigations. Investigate the 
online communities safely and gain greater context 
around any information.

UNIVERSAL SEARCH

Browse or query reports, then click into a sanitized 
copy of the original threat-actor conversation. 
Assess emerging threats, vulnerabilities, and 
potential impacts to accurately and effectively 
make risk decisions.

INTUITIVE PIVOTING

Stay up-to-date with rapidly updated topic-focused 
pages on threat actors and tactics, current events, 
malware families, and country studies.

KNOWLEDGE BASE

Enables users to read native language content from 
illicit online communities in English within the 
Flashpoint Intelligence Platform. Users can translate 
illicit conversations and chat messages into English, 
and view original language content and translated 
content side-by-side.

CONVERSATIONS TRANSLATED BY GOOGLE

Provides users a comprehensive, single-pane view of 
data measured against Flashpoint collections that are 
most relevant to an organization. Users can monitor 
the latest credit card leaks or a high-fidelity feed of 
cyber observables, keep track of the most active CVEs, 
and customize their default view by collections and 
interests. 

DASHBOARDS & ANALYTICS

Access directly from the Flashpoint Intelligence 
Platform a variety of out-of-the-box partner 
integrations that bring Flashpoint intelligence and 
data to add immediate value to tools including SIEMs, 
TIPs, SOARs, Threat & Vulnerability, Analysis, and 
Digital Risk.

Users are able to generate and manage Flashpoint API 
tokens, as well as view API documentation.

API & INTEGRATIONS

Identify text, logos, and objects from multimedia 
within Flashpoint collections. Users are able to 
search and alert off of identified media with our 
extensive, signal-rich collections via the Flashpoint 
Intelligence Platform.

OPTICAL-CHARACTER RECOGNITION (OCR)
& MACHINE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY

View relevant, uncovered information within 
threat actor discussions with Flashpoint Alerting. 
Ensures timely notifications that identify potential 
risks to the organization, as well as the ability to 
investigate further within the Platform.

Users are able to update, improve, and alter their 
queries on an as-needed basis, as well as
manage their alerting keywords and recipients. 
Alerting analytics inform users of the effectiveness 
of their alerting patterns and help understand 
overall trends.

ALERTING & KEYWORD MANAGEMENT



Analysts Training The Tools To Generate Intelligence Across The Enterprise

COLLECTIONS ENGINE DATA PIPELINE ANALYTICS ENGINE PLATFORM

Analysts track adversaries across 
multiple types of online 

communities and inform the 
collections engine providing a 

wide variety of content

Diverse, historical, and real-time 
data across multiple types of 
online communities is stored, 

parsed, and normalized

Analysts inform proprietary analytics 
technologies to ensure relevant data 

delivery and prioritization

Flashpoint Finished Intelligence 
products backed by an extensive 
historical archive of illicit online 

communities

Threat Analyst
Large Financial Services

Sector Company

“Our transition to Flashpoint Intelligence 
Platform was seamless. In this finished 
intelligence product, what differentiates 
Flashpoint is its ability to pivot from 
reports directly into the actor conversation 
and take the story 10 times deeper. We 
can see more about what we care about, 
such as conversations about us, our 
clients, other companies; you get to the 
raw intelligence itself, which no one else 
lets you do.”

ABOUT FLASHPOINT

Flashpoint is the globally trusted leader in risk intelligence for organizations that demand the fastest, most comprehensive coverage 

of threatening activity on the internet. From bolstering cyber and physical security, to detecting fraud and insider threats, Flashpoint 

partners with customers across the private and public sectors to help them rapidly identify threats and mitigate their most critical 

security risks. 

For more information, visit www.flashpoint-intel.com or follow us on Twitter at @FlashpointIntel


